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“Let music spread like sea roses on the water.”
The history of Hyde Park is closely linked to the
growth and disappearance of its numerous pavilions.
We want to make use of some of these historical events
and thematize the memories of Hyde Park.

In order to revive Joseph Paxton’s story we take elements of his inspirational idea. The underside of our
stationary structure of our pavilion is based on the
shape of the underside of a water lily leaf. We want
to let music spread like sea roses on the water.

In 1851 Sir Joseph Paxton built the `Chrystal Palace´
in the Hyde Park for the World Exhibition. His inspiration for the steel structure was the water lily
‘Victioria Amazonica’.

Crystal Palace | Sir Joseph Paxton | 1851

The Hyde Park has also been a space for art installations such as Christo’s work ‘Barrels’. His works
with textiles, such as ‘Riﬄe Gap’ from 1971, serve
as inspiration for the temporary ‘roof sail’ of our
pavilion.

“If we range through the whole territory of nature,
and endeavour to extract from each department the
rich stores of knowledge and pleasure they respectively contain, we shall not ﬁnd a more reﬁned or
purer source of amusement, or a more interesting and
unfailing subject for recreation, than that which the
observation and examination of the structure, aﬃnities, and habits of plants and vegetables, aﬀord,”
- Joseph Paxton

The supporting structure encloses a concert stage,
which is consciously aligned directly to the serpentine.
The acoustic of the performed music can best spread on
the water, and the enjoyment of concerts is combined
with one of Hyde Park’s favourite activities, boating
on the Serpentine. Not only on the water but also on
the otherside of the sea, the possiblity of listening
to the music is given. Therefore our pavilion activates the events and becomes an unmistakable local
identity.
Not only the choice of location is sound optimized,
but also the materials of the pavilion. The supporting
structure is made of glulam, so the structure becomes
a huge resonance body.
The textile of the roof sail, on the other hand, dampens the sound so that perfect acoustics are generated.

We make a theme of historical references of the Hyde
Park from past and present. The red sail and the supporting structure form an installation that brings
emotions and fascinations back to the people.
“Our work is a scream of freedom.” - Christo

Victoria Amazonica

Barrels | Christo | 2018

The textile sails grow out of the pavilion at diﬀerent
distances; the acoustics of the pavilion are regulated
according to the desired musical style: Chamber music,
symphony orchestras or rock bands get perfect conditions.

We not only take history as a reference, but also use
our pavilion to publicly recall the history of Hyde
Park. A public meeting point has to make people gather and give some emotions to bring poetry back to the
society.

Helium is pumped from the inside of the pavilion strand
into the space between the two-ply textile of the
sails, whereby the complete sail ﬂoats self-supporting
over the serpentine and swings gently in the wind.

London is a crowded city, which is often misunderstood
as completely chaotic, but actually all of the diﬀerent layers of history are creating a special ﬂair that
is only appreciable in London but nowhere else.

The amount of gas in the textile regulates the growth
of the sails out of the structure. Inspiration for it
is the moving sculpture ‘Flight of a Phoenix’ by the
Munich artist group ‘Super +’, who used a 60x20m helium ﬁlled textile in 2018. The pavilion’s strand with
its bend deﬁnes a meeting point in the park, on its
outside fabric panels are stretched, on which the most
important music events of Hyde Park are printed chronRiﬄe Gap | Christo | 1971 ologically in form of an exhibition.

Nowadays with the vertiginous lifestyle and ever changing cities, it is even more necessary to have a space
where you can escape and reﬂect - Hyde Park.

Flight of Phoenix | Super + | 2018

We transform history and analogy into a iconic meeting
point where music can ﬂourish, like water lilies on
water and build a bridge of music across the Serpentine.
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